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Are you planning for vacations and looking for an exotic holidaying destination well it is very natural,
even every one of us has desire to explore an exotic destination where we can spend some quality
time with family and friends. Well if you are planning for overseas vacations and looking for an
exotic holidaying destination then look no further than Malaysia a beautiful destination in Southeast
Asia. World renowned for its fascinating culture, adventure, historical and several colourful fests and
carnivals, it is one such destination whose significance and splendour is just beyond the words and
visual delight. Home to innumerable attractions and spectacular destinations, it is one such
destination where there is no dearth of attractions and enjoyment any more. Tourists in great
numbers visit this country and go back with innumerable memorable holidaying memories.

Whatever is your purpose of visiting, be it to explore innumerable romantic locales, spectacular sight
seeing or either looking for true metropolis experience it serves best to everyone. With romantic
beach destinations, exotic islands, rich tropical greenery, wildlife parks, bustling markets, glitzy
nightlife and excellent hotels and transportation facilities it persuade visitors to choose it as their
holidaying destination. There are so many interesting activities that one can experience during
Holiday in Malaysia such as romantic beach tour, cultural tour, adventure and etc. In terms of
attractions it has not any competitor in the world as it has so many things to offer to the visitors.
Here we are presenting the top sought attractions of Malaysia to you which are as listed below.

Penang

Literally meaning island of Betel Nut, it is Malaysiaâ€™s best destination to experience cultural
enrichment, natural wonders and one fantastic shopping experience. Often referred to as the â€˜Pearl
of Orientâ€™, Penang tempts its visitors with its warm seas, golden beaches, lush greenery and mouth-
watering cuisine especially sea food. Fort Cornwallis, Old Georgetown Cemetery, Khoo Kongsi,
Penang Museum, Penang national park and etc are the few attractions that one can find in and
around this city.

Kuala Lumpur

Considered an essential part of Malaysia Packages, the capital city Kuala Lumpur is another
attraction of touristâ€™s interest or in other words it is like opening book that has various exciting
chapters. There are so many things that make this city world famous but if there is any thing that
everyone prefers to experience there then itâ€™s shopping. With so many beautiful and unique things to
buy in KL, itâ€™s tough to select what to buy first. Electronics, Batik Fabric, Pewter Ware, Traditional
Chinese Medicines and Malaysian snacks are the few things that no one should miss to buy. Apart
from it is equally popular for excellent dining facilities, long nightlife parties, towering skyscrapers
such as Petronas towers, and plush luxurious hotels and resorts.

Malacca

Well known to its Portuguese architectural, cultural heritage, colonial past, and etc, Malacca is a
quiet seaside city locates on the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia about 147km from Kuala
Lumpur. Apart from there are many other attractions of tourists interest such as Kelantan, Perlis,
Negeri Sembilian and etc. So if you are looking for affordable Malaysia tour packages then do
contact with Malaysia tour operator.
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